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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is about my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, Penang for 6

months from 1 March 2023 until 15 August 2023. I was assigned in the

Human Resource Department for the Direct Labour Recruitment Team. I have

a few roles and responsibilities given to me such as filing, process

attendance, interacting with agents and so on. 

           By having my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, I have experienced

the real working environment and hands on experience about Human

Resource Management. They taught and showed me a lot of how HR

functions in a manufacturing factory. Furthermore, I have gained more new

knowledge about HR and I also improve my soft skills during the 6 months

period in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd.

           In this report, it will contain my current resume, the company’s profile

in terms of Name, Location, Background, Vision, Mission, Objective, Goal

and Organizational Structure, my training reflection, SWOT analysis, and

also discussions on the SWOT. 
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PART 3 : COMPANY'S PROFILE

Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd
56, Hilir Sungai

Keluang 1, 11900 Bayan
Lepas Industrial Park

Phase 4 Penang

Jabil Inc. is a provider of manufacturing services.
It is a multinational manufacturing corporation
with over 250,000 employees spread across 100
locations in thirty different nations. The company
provides services such as digital prototyping,
printed electronics, device integration, circuit
design, and volume board assembly. Jabil also
provides global services to the automotive,
consumer health, data center, energy, defense,
and aerospace industries.
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The most technologically advanced and
trusted manufacturing solutions provider.

MISSION

VISION

Jabil strive to make anything possible and
everything better.

To make a positive impact for each other, our
communities and the environment.

Ingenuity

Intelligence

Credibility

Impact

Opportunity

Solutions

OBJECTIVE

VALUE
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PART 4: TRAINING’S
REFLECTION

1st March 2023 until 15 August 2023 (6 months)
28 February 2023  (Jabil's orientation for 2 1/2 days) 
Working day : Monday until Friday 
Working Hour : 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

HR Department under Direct Labor Recruitment Team

Duration

Department

Roles and responsibilities 

Filing of documentations for direct labor workers.
Process attendance
Learned about payroll for direct labor workers.
Involve in events such as Potluck Raya, Compliance Awareness Program, World
Environment Day 2023, HR Ramadhan event, Internship Engagement Program,
Birthday Celebration Month 
Make an offer letter.
Middle person between agent and recruiter officer for receiving and checking
documents of direct labor workers.
Update passport number for foreign workers in Socso
Create employee number for new hire of foreign workers.
Experience doing vlookup
Attend meeting and make minute meeting
Conduct interview

Intrinsic Benefits

Hands-on experience on how human resources management works.
Improve my communication skills.
Gained more knowledge on Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Words. 

Extrinsic Benefits

Monthly allowances and also food allowance every month. 



O T

S W
Use of technology

in the operations.

Good

compensation

management

STRENGTHS

Heavy workload

Inefficient

Document

Management

 

WEAKNESS

Technological

advancement

Increase in New

Hire

OPPORTUNITIES

High turnover rate

 

Competitor

adopt new

strategies

 

 

THREATS
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PART 5: SWOT ANALYSIS 
(HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT)
Human Resource Management is the organizational function in Jabil Circuit Sdn.
Bhd that handles all issues relating to people in the organization. The main reason I
chose this topic because I spend 6 months of my internship in the Human Resource
Department in Jabil so I have gained knowledge and experience on how Human
Resource Management works. The following is the SWOT analysis of the Human
Resource Management in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd:



RECOMMENDATIONS

STRENGTH
(Use of technology in

the operations)

In  Jabi l ,  Human Resource’s  employees
use a system cal led eTMS Administ rat ion
where they can track and manage al l  the
employees in terms of their  personal
information,  payrol l ,  attendance,
transportat ion,  etc.  
Help HR automate and s impl i fy  dut ies ,
minimize administ rat ion and record
keeping,  and del iver  HR related data to
management when needed 
Serves as a place for  data and
information storage and maintenance,
and they have var ious levels  of  report ing
capabi l i ty .
Use social  media and recruitment s i tes
to attract new hi res.
For instance,  in  Jobstreet ,  they wi l l
provide al l  the information about the job
vacancy and potent ia l  employees can
just  apply through the website.

11

PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Human resources employees
have to be proficient in
technology as well as able to
communicate in business terms
(Deshpande, 2021).
Full understanding on how to use
technology to assess its own
effectiveness as well as how to
determine to use new
technologies to drive
productivity and management of
human capital (Deshpande,
2021).
Provide continuous training
(Deshpande, 2021).
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Jabil has to create and
execute strategies for
providing effective benefits
and compensation (Kadir et
al., 2019).
For instance, modify an
actual pay system in line
with the established wage
structure by processing and
evaluating the labor market
and organizational internal
policies (Kadir et al., 2019).

STRENGTH
(Good compensation

management)

In  Jabi l  Circuit  Sdn.Bhd,  they offer
as much as RM1200 al lowance plus
RM100 of meal  al lowances for
internship students.
Offer  a salary of  RM2800 for  a
fresh graduate in the Human
Resource Department which is
above the minimum wage
requirement in Malays ia.
Provide benef i ts  for  thei r
permanent employees such as
health and wel lness benef i ts ,
vouchers for  hotel  and restaurants ,
handphone al lowance,  housing
al lowance

RECOMMENDATIONS
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

The company must be
capable to re-evaluate the
due date for completing or
collecting employee work, so
that employees are not
overburdened(Putra
Saratian et al., 2019).
In order to improve the
quality of the company's
workforce, the company
should also systematically
provide balanced work for
employees and monitor their
workload(Putra Saratian et
al., 2019).
Employees must also be
able to handle every single
of their job duties based on
which are more important in
order to complete all work
(Putra Saratian et al., 2019) 

RECOMMENDATIONS
WEAKNESS

(Heavy workload)

In  Jabi l  Circuit  Sdn.Bhd,  there are
insuff ic ient personnel  in  the Human
Resource Department especial ly
for  the HR Serv ice which lead to
excess ive work load for  exist ing
employees.
In the HR Serv ice team, there are
only  two employees who are
responsible for  handl ing the
transportat ion of al l  employees for
eight plants in  Penang.
In the HR Recruitment team, one of
the employees is  on long medical
leave so al l  her  dut ies and
responsibi l i t ies have to be handled
by her coworkers which also wi l l
lead to heavy work load for  them.
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Newly created documents
should be stored in digital
format, and older ones
should also be digitalized
(Maaranen, 2017).
All of the documents should
be based entirely on
networks and computers so
that it will save more time
and easier for employees
(Maaranen, 2017). 

RECOMMENDATIONS WEAKNESS
(Inefficient Document

Management)

In  Jabi l ,  HR recruitment team wi l l
receive al l  the essent ia l  documents
from new hi re such as their  copy of
IC,  s l ip of  Maybank account ,
educat ion cert i f icates,  appl icat ion
form, not i f icat ions of  employment
engagement,  and offer  letter  then
they wi l l  manual ly  f i le in  al l  the
documents and send i t  to
Compensat ion and Benef i ts  team. 
Since there are a lot  of  employees,
Recruitment team wi l l  take a lot  of
t ime to f i le in  each document of
the employees and sometimes they
over look or  misplace the
employee’s  document.  
Current ly ,  there are st i l l  more than
300 f i les that are not complete
from 2018 unt i l  2023
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Jabil should take advantage of the rapidly growing artificial intelligence
(AI), which has the ability to change HR operations through relevant and
comprehensive analyses of various functions (Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena,
2022).
Minimize the amount of effort and time needed for accomplishing
difficult duties, leading to in higher accuracy, better outcomes, and
reduced employee workload (Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena, 2022).
Lead to more effective learning experience (Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena,
2022).

RECOMMENDATIONS

OPPORTUNITIES
(Technological
Advancement)

I t  enables Jabi l  to enhance i ts
internal  processes,  fundamental
sk i l l s ,  s ignif icant markets ,  and
overal l  organizat ional  st ructure.
Analyt ics ,  v i r tual  technology,  and
updated learning platforms are
among Jabi l ' s  human resource
technology object ives.  
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Jabil will benefit from this opportunity because those who previously
worked somewhere else can provide fresh approaches to existing
problems (Rosales et al., 2022).
Skilled, experienced individuals with innovative ideas can offer a
competitive advantage that aids the company's success (Rosales et al.,
2022).  

RECOMMENDATIONS

OPPORTUNITIES
(Increase in New Hire)

Since the Covid-19 pandemic,
other companies have been
downsiz ing and lay ing off  workers.
Create a great opportunity  for
Jabi l ' s  HR department to h i re
sk i l led,  unsk i l led,  semisk i l led,  and
profess ional  labor in i ts
organizat ion,  thereby contr ibut ing
to i ts  growth.  
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Jabil should provide career
satisfaction and better
promotion opportunities to
their employees (Hosen,
2022).
Jabil should provide
employees with training and
development programs to
ensure that they are well-
trained and provided with
the necessary skills and
knowledge to advance their
careers (Hosen, 2022). 

RECOMMENDATIONSTHREAT
(High Turnover Rate)

Employees leave their  current jobs
for  a var iety of  reasons,  including
work- l i fe balance,  career
advancement opportunit ies ,
compensat ion issues,  appeal ing
offers  of  employment,  and poor
leadership.
Recent ly ,  a few employees have
resigned from HR departments
because they received better
offers  and opportunit ies for  career
growth and salary increases in
other companies ,  as wel l  as due to
the heavy work load at Jabi l .  
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PART 6: DISCUSSION &
RECOMMENDATION

Create a hybrid work strategy,
work through every phase,
communicate the strategy,
and continually evaluate and
seek feedback from
employees during the process
to achieve the best hybrid
work model for all employees
(Iqbal et al., 2021).
HR management must start
thinking about how they will
use the metaverse, motivate
other parts of the organization
to make use of it, and prepare
for a change in culture.
Because this is where the VR
at work revolution begins
(Dudeja et al., 2023).

RECOMMENDATIONS

THREAT
(Competitor adopt new

strategies)
Since pandemic,  other companies
have developed into an improved
approach for  employees and their
eff ic iency which is  the hybr id work
model .  I t ' s  a f lex ible work model  ,with
a combinat ion of in-off ice and
remote work.  Touch n '  Go Group and
Coway are two companies that do
hybr id work.  However ,  there are no
hybr id work at  Jabi l ;  everything is
done face to face. 
The metaverse workplace is  
 becoming a dai ly  real i ty .  Companies
bui ld digital  workstat ions in the
metaverse so that employees can
work on their  own. Al lows for
interact ions and actual  encounters
through the use of computer ized
avatars.   A VR train ing exper ience
can educate and train employees by
al lowing them to pract ice actual
s i tuat ions in VR (Caminit i ,  2022).
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PART 7: CONCLUSION

         During my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, I have gained more

knowledge and even experience a hand on about how human resource

management functions. My recruitment team taught me a lot and gave me

the opportunity to experience a variety of duties and responsibilities as an

HR employee. I also created a SWOT analysis based on my observation

during my time in Jabil. I can conclude that Jabil has strength in their

technology and compensation management, but they have weaknesses in

terms of their workload and document management. However, they have

opportunities to increase their new hire and technological advancement.

Lastly, the threats that they face are a high turnover rate and poor employer

brand. Therefore, they should always continue to sustain and improve their

management for the benefit of everyone in the company. The Human

Resources Management in Jabil as a whole is very systematic and innovative. 
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY This report is about my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, Penang for 6 months from 1 March

2023 until 15 August 2023. I was assigned in the Human Resource Department for the Direct Labour Recruitment Team. I

have a few roles and responsibilities given to me such as filing, process attendance, interacting with agents and so on. By

having my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, I have experienced the real working environment and hands on experience

about Human Resource Management. They taught and showed me a lot of how HR functions in a manufacturing

factory. Furthermore, I have gained more new knowledge about HR and I also improve my soft skills during the 6 months

period in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd. In this report, it will contain my current resume, the company’s profile in terms of Name,

Location, Background, Vision, Mission, Objective, Goal and Organizational Structure, my training reflection, SWOT

analysis, and also discussions on the SWOT.
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5 PART 2 : STUDENT'S PROFILE (RESUME)

PART 3 : COMPANY'S PROFILE

92% MATCHING BLOCK 2/4 HARTINI HARRES 2019872534.pdf (D142770693)

Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd 56, Hilir Sungai Keluang 1, 11900 Bayan Lepas Industrial Park Phase 4 Penang Jabil

Inc. is a provider of manufacturing services. It is a multinational manufacturing corporation with over 250,000 employees

spread across 100 locations in thirty different nations. The company provides services such as digital prototyping, printed

electronics, device integration, circuit design, and volume board assembly. Jabil also provides global services to the

automotive, consumer health, data center, energy, defense, and aerospace industries. 6
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The most technologically advanced and trusted manufacturing solutions provider. MISSION VISION Jabil strive to make

anything possible and everything better.
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To make a positive impact for each other, our communities and the environment. Ingenuity Intelligence Credibility

Impact Opportunity Solutions

OBJECTIVE VALUE
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PRESSLEY VICE PRESIDENT OF HR VIJAY SUBRAYAN HUMAN RESOURCE DIRECTOR KELLY LAU SR DL RECUITMENT
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ANWAR RECRUITMENT OFFICER I MUHAMMAD NAIM RECRUITMENT OFFICER I SHIAU WEI RECRUITMENT OFFICER I
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9 PART 4: TRAINING’S REFLECTION 1st March 2023 until 15 August 2023 (6 months) 28 February 2023 (Jabil's orientation

for 2 1/2 days) Working day : Monday until Friday Working Hour : 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. HR Department under Direct

Labor Recruitment Team Duration Department Roles and responsibilities Filing of documentations for direct labor

workers. Process attendance Learned about payroll for direct labor workers. Involve in events such as Potluck Raya,

Compliance Awareness Program, World Environment Day 2023, HR Ramadhan event, Internship Engagement Program,

Birthday Celebration Month Make an offer letter. Middle person between agent and recruiter officer for receiving and

checking documents of direct labor workers. Update passport number for foreign workers in Socso Create employee

number for new hire of foreign workers. Experience doing vlookup Attend meeting and make minute meeting Conduct

interview Intrinsic Benefits Hands-on experience on how human resources management works. Improve my

communication skills. Gained more knowledge on Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Words. Extrinsic Benefits Monthly

allowances and also food allowance every month.

O T S W Use of technology in the operations. Good compensation management STRENGTHS Heavy workload Inefficient

Document Management

WEAKNESS Technological advancement Increase in New Hire OPPORTUNITIES High turnover rate

Competitor adopt new strategies

THREATS 10 PART 5: SWOT ANALYSIS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT) Human Resource Management is the

organizational function in Jabil Circuit Sdn. Bhd that handles all issues relating to people in the organization. The main

reason I chose this topic because I spend 6 months of my internship in the Human Resource Department in Jabil so I

have gained knowledge and experience on how Human Resource Management works. The following is the SWOT

analysis of the Human Resource Management in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd:

RECOMMENDATIONS STRENGTH (Use of technology in the operations) In Jabil, Human Resource’s employees use a

system called eTMS Administration where they can track and manage all the employees in terms of their personal

information, payroll, attendance, transportation, etc. Help HR automate and simplify duties, minimize administration and

record keeping, and deliver HR related data to management when needed Serves as a place for data and information

storage and maintenance, and they have various levels of reporting capability. Use social media and recruitment sites to

attract new hires. For instance, in Jobstreet, they will provide all the information about the job vacancy and potential

employees can just apply through the website. 11 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Human resources

employees have to be proficient in technology as well as able to communicate in business terms (Deshpande, 2021). Full

understanding on how to use technology to assess its own effectiveness as well as how to determine to use new

technologies to drive productivity and management of human capital (Deshpande, 2021). Provide continuous training

(Deshpande, 2021).

12 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Jabil has to create and execute strategies for providing effective benefits

and compensation (Kadir et al., 2019). For instance, modify an actual pay system in line with the established wage

structure by processing and evaluating the labor market and organizational internal policies (Kadir et al., 2019).

STRENGTH (Good compensation management) In Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, they offer as much as RM1200 allowance plus

RM100 of meal allowances for internship students. Offer a salary of RM2800 for a fresh graduate in the Human Resource

Department which is above the minimum wage requirement in Malaysia. Provide benefits for their permanent employees

such as health and wellness benefits, vouchers for hotel and restaurants, handphone allowance, housing allowance

RECOMMENDATIONS



13 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION The company must be capable to re-evaluate the due date for

completing or collecting employee work, so that employees are not overburdened(Putra Saratian et al., 2019). In order to

improve the quality of the company's workforce, the company should also systematically provide balanced work for

employees and monitor their workload(Putra Saratian et al., 2019). Employees must also be able to handle every single of

their job duties based on which are more important in order to complete all work (Putra Saratian et al., 2019)

RECOMMENDATIONS WEAKNESS (Heavy workload) In Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, there are insufficient personnel in the

Human Resource Department especially for the HR Service which lead to excessive workload for existing employees. In

the HR Service team, there are only two employees who are responsible for handling the transportation of all employees

for eight plants in Penang. In the HR Recruitment team, one of the employees is on long medical leave so all her duties

and responsibilities have to be handled by her coworkers which also will lead to heavy workload for them.

14 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Newly created documents should be stored in digital format, and older

ones should also be digitalized (Maaranen, 2017). All of the documents should be based entirely on networks and

computers so that it will save more time and easier for employees (Maaranen, 2017). RECOMMENDATIONS WEAKNESS

(Inefficient Document Management) In Jabil, HR recruitment team will receive all the essential documents from new hire

such as their copy of IC, slip of Maybank account, education certificates, application form, notifications of employment

engagement, and offer letter then they will manually file in all the documents and send it to Compensation and Benefits

team. Since there are a lot of employees, Recruitment team will take a lot of time to file in each document of the

employees and sometimes they overlook or misplace the employee’s document. Currently, there are still more than 300

files that are not complete from 2018 until 2023

15 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Jabil should take advantage of the rapidly growing artificial intelligence

(AI), which has the ability to change HR operations through relevant and comprehensive analyses of various functions

(Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena, 2022). Minimize the amount of effort and time needed for accomplishing difficult duties,

leading to in higher accuracy, better outcomes, and reduced employee workload (Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena, 2022). Lead

to more effective learning experience (Sanyaolu & Atsaboghena, 2022). RECOMMENDATIONS OPPORTUNITIES

(Technological Advancement) It enables Jabil to enhance its internal processes, fundamental skills, significant markets,

and overall organizational structure. Analytics, virtual technology, and updated learning platforms are among Jabil's

human resource technology objectives.

16 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Jabil will benefit from this opportunity because those who previously

worked somewhere else can provide fresh approaches to existing problems (Rosales et al., 2022). Skilled, experienced

individuals with innovative ideas can offer a competitive advantage that aids the company's success (Rosales et al., 2022).

RECOMMENDATIONS OPPORTUNITIES (Increase in New Hire) Since the Covid-19 pandemic, other companies have

been downsizing and laying off workers. Create a great opportunity for Jabil's HR department to hire skilled, unskilled,

semiskilled, and professional labor in its organization, thereby contributing to its growth.

17 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Jabil should provide career satisfaction and better promotion

opportunities to their employees (Hosen, 2022). Jabil should provide employees with training and development

programs to ensure that they are well- trained and provided with the necessary skills and knowledge to advance their

careers (Hosen, 2022). RECOMMENDATIONS THREAT (High Turnover Rate) Employees leave their current jobs for a

variety of reasons, including work-life balance, career advancement opportunities, compensation issues, appealing offers

of employment, and poor leadership. Recently, a few employees have resigned from HR departments because they

received better offers and opportunities for career growth and salary increases in other companies, as well as due to the

heavy workload at Jabil.



18 PART 6: DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATION Create a hybrid work strategy, work through every phase, communicate

the strategy, and continually evaluate and seek feedback from employees during the process to achieve the best hybrid

work model for all employees (Iqbal et al., 2021). HR management must start thinking about how they will use the

metaverse, motivate other parts of the organization to make use of it, and prepare for a change in culture. Because this is

where the VR at work revolution begins (Dudeja et al., 2023). RECOMMENDATIONS THREAT (Competitor adopt new

strategies) Since pandemic, other companies have developed into an improved approach for employees and their

efficiency which is the hybrid work model. It's a flexible work model ,with a combination of in-office and remote work.

Touch n' Go Group and Coway are two companies that do hybrid work. However, there are no hybrid work at Jabil;

everything is done face to face. The metaverse workplace is becoming a daily reality. Companies build digital

workstations in the metaverse so that employees can work on their own. Allows for interactions and actual encounters

through the use of computerized avatars. A VR training experience can educate and train employees by allowing them to

practice actual situations in VR (Caminiti, 2022).

19 PART 7: CONCLUSION During my internship in Jabil Circuit Sdn.Bhd, I have gained more knowledge and even

experience a hand on about how human resource management functions. My recruitment team taught me a lot and

gave me the opportunity to experience a variety of duties and responsibilities as an HR employee. I also created a SWOT

analysis based on my observation during my time in Jabil. I can conclude that Jabil has strength in their technology and

compensation management, but they have weaknesses in terms of their workload and document management.

However, they have opportunities to increase their new hire and technological advancement. Lastly, the threats that they

face are a high turnover rate and poor employer brand. Therefore, they should always continue to sustain and improve

their management for the benefit of everyone in the company. The Human Resources Management in Jabil as a whole is

very systematic and innovative.
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